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Stability of a Coastal Upwelling Front
1. Model Development and a Stability Theorem
J. A. B^aTn
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

•
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

A two-layer shallow water equation model is used to investigate the linear stability of a coastal
upwelling front. The model features a surface front parallel to a coastal boundary and bottom
topography which is an arbitrary function of the cross-shelf coordinate. Global conservation
statements for energy, momentum and potential vorticity are examined to help elucidate the
instability mechanism. By combining these conservation statements, a general stability theorem
is establishedwhich allows the a priori determination of the stability of a coastal upwelling front.
The necessaryconditions for instability derived for these ageostrophic flows differ from traditional
quasi-geostrophic criteria. The stability theorem suggeststhat a coastal upwelling front may be
unstable no matter what the basic state flow configuration is. ConFn-mationof the existence of
these unstable waves, a description of their characteristics and a comparison of their properties
to observations are presented in a companion paper.

1.

ter (Figure 1). The coastalupwellingfront is the regionof

INTRODUCTION

compressed isotherms approximately 20 km offshore with

Fronts, regions of sharp, horizontal contrast in some fluid

cold, upwelled water lying closest to shore. There exists

property(e.g.,temperature,salinityor density),are a com- a wavelike meander in the front with an alongfront wavemon feature in the ocean and atmosphere. They are often
regions of large velocities and velocity gradients which are
fundamental to the structure of the oceanicor atmospheric
circulation. Near coastal barriers, several varieties of fronts
can be identified. One prominent type of front in the coastal

length of 30-50 km. Alongfront variability on these scales
is a common feature of coastal upwelling fronts. Other observationssuggestthat thesedisturbancescan extend along-

shoreovermany repeatedwavelengths[Breakerand Mooers,
1986]and that the amplitudeof the meanderscangrowwith
oceanis due to the processof upwelling.An alongshore
wind time [Petrie et al., 1987]. While severalmechanismscan

directed so that the coastal barrier is to its left in the north-

be suggestedto explain alongfront variability in the coastal
ern hemispheredrives an offshoreEkman flux in the upper
upwellingfront (for example,the influenceof alongshore
topart of the water column. This offshoreflux requires some
combination

of horizontal

and vertical

pographicvariations),their wavelikenature and observed

flow to conserve the

growth suggestthat they may be unstable waveswhich amplify in the absenceof external forcing.
Upwelling fronts are an important feature of the coastal
ocean, and an understanding of their variability is essential

volume of seawater. The resulting sharp, near-surfacehorizontal density contrast between the less dense surface water
offshore and the newly upwelled water inshore is called the

coastal upwelling front.
Upwelling occursin many regionsof the world's coastal
oceans, including off the coasts of western North America, southwestern and northwestern Africa, and Nova Scotia. Examination of a cross-shelfvertical section of density
from one of these areas during active upwelling reveals a
region of compresseddensity contoursintersectingthe surface 10-50 km offshoreand continuingseawardat approximately 20-70 m depth. If alongshorewinds were steady
and the coastline and bottom topography uniform in the
downwinddirection, the coastalupwellingfront would tend
to parallel the coastline. Horizontal maps of surface prop-

to a complete description of coastal circulation. Fronts in

densityand other water properties(e.g., nutrient content)
associatedwith the coastal upwelling front play an important role in the biology of the coastal environment. Meandersin the coastalupwellingfront direct the normally alongshelfcoastalflow cross-shelfand may, with time, growto the

point where they break the continuityof the alongshelfflow
by forming detached eddies. Another possibility is that the
meanderpeaks awayfrom the coastmay grow in the offshore
direction, creating strong cross-shoreflows well seaward of

the continentalshelfbreak(~ 30 km offshoreon the western
coastof the United States). This wouldserveto transport

erties (usually temperature becauseof its relative easeof large amounts of cold, nutrient-rich upwelled water off the
measurementby, for example,remote sensingtechniques) shelf. These so-called offshorejets or squirts have been doc-

often indicate a great deal of alongshorevariability in the
offshoreposition of the front. An exampleof this alongfront
variability is revealed in a map of sea surface temperature
off the coast of Oregon as measuredby an airborne radiome-

umented

United States [e.g., Davis, 1985; Kosro, 1987]. Clearly,it
would be useful to understand
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the formation

of these frontal

meandersand to be able to predict their alongfrontlength
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in a number of studies off the western coast of the

scale, rate of growth, and other relevant properties.
The goal of this study is to show that wavelike disturbanceswith the properties of observedfrontal variability can
be produced by hydrodynamic instability. The approach is

Paper number 89JC00950.

to examine the potential for unstable disturbances to form
on a basic state flow which has previously arisen from the in-
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fluenceof an alongshorewind via traditional upwellingpro10,844
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inate them) the systemwhichagreeswith quasi-geostrophic
results[e.g., Mechosoand Sinton, 1981]. Orlanskiconcen-
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trated on the Gulf Stream problem and did not model a
surface

;.
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front

over a continental

shelf near a coast such as

the coastal upwelling front.
Recently, progresson frontal instability has been made

using one-layerreducedgravity models[e.g., Killworth and
Stern, 1982; Griffiths et al. 1982; Killworth, 1983; Hayashi

HEAD

and Young,1987]. These studiesyield unstablemodeswith
growth rates much smaller than thoseobservedin laboratory

45øN

experiments, which necessarily include active lower layers
o

OEPOE

BAY

..

to km

[e.g., Griffiths et al. 1982; Griffiths and Linden, 1982; Chia
et al. 1982; Narimousaand Maxworthy,1987]. The reduced
gravity models exclude the potentially powerful mechanism
of true baroclinicinstability. Killworth et al. [1984]studied
a two-layerisolated(far from any barriers)front with a flat

bottom and found an unstable mode with a growth rate of
the same magnitude as observed in the laboratory experiments. To model a coastal upwelling front, a coastal barrier
and bottom topography are included in this study. Previous models show that active lower layers destabilize, while
sloping bottom topography may stabilize the system. Since
the coastal upwelhng front environment contains both these
features, it is of interest to investigate the net effect of the
stability of the basic state flow.
124ø 20'W
124' W
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
Fig. 1. Sea surface temperature map off the coast of Oregon
the particular model to be studied is described, and the govderived from aircraft radiometer measurements taken on July
erning equations of motion are stated. Next, conservation
14, 1973. Temperaturecontours(dashedcurves)are in degrees
statements are derived and used to obtain general stabilFahrenheit and isobathsare in fathoms (1 fm- 1.83 m). Flight
ity criteria. These criteria are used to determine a priori
path is shownas a dotted line. From O'Brien et al. [1974].
whether a particular frontal configuration is favorable for
the growth of unstable disturbances. In a companion paA HEAO

44o40' N
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per [Barth, this issue](hereinafterreferred to as part 2)
cesses.The governingequationsemployedare the shallow the characteristics of unstable waves present for a variety
water equationsrather than the quasi-geostrophicequations of basic state flows and model geometries are presented. A
[Pedlosk•t,1986] becausethe latter, while simplifyingthe comparison of the model calculations to observations from
instability calculation, are inapplicable to frontal regions. several upwelhng regions is also presented in part 2.

Largeinterfacedisplacements,
stronghorizontalshears,and
largeslopesin the bottom topography(whichare allowedin
this study) are not allowedin quasi-geostrophic
theory. The
inclusionof ageostrophicdynamicswill substantiallymodify
the well-known results of quasi-geostrophicstability theory.
Models of the formation of coastal upwelling fronts provide the basic state density and velocity fields used in the

2.

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

A simple, two-layer shallow water equation model with
a rigid lid on an f plane is employed here. The stability
analysis is carried out both for an inviscid fluid and with

linearized bottom friction. The model explicitly leaves out
stability analysispresentedhere. In these models [e.g., the effects of wind stress and mixing. The applicability of
Csanady,1971; Pedlosky,1978], the scale over which the a stability model without wind stress may be rationalized
interface or density surfaceswarp upward to contact the sea in two ways. First, coastal winds often become "upwelling-

surface(in an approximatelyexponentialshape)is generally the internal Rossbyradiusof deformation(typically 510 km). A model which allowsentrainmentbetweenlayers
dueto wind mixing[de SzoekeandRichman,1984]describes

favorable"(blowingalongshorewith the coastto the left in
the northern hemisphere)for a period of a few days then
relax or changedirection [Huyer, 1983]. Therefore this in-

the offshoremigration of the surface front, a feature which

stability model may be thought of as formally applying after
one of these upwelling events. Second,the model may be ap-

is observed

propriate even in the presence of a wind stress. In the real

in nature.

One of the first studies of frontal instability using the

ocean,dissipation(e.g., via interfacialfriction) will provide

a sink of energy so that the wind-forced system may reach
studied a two-layer Margules front intersecting flat top and a steady state. If the dissipation is strong enough to effect
bottom boundaries and explored a wide range of Rossby this balance but weak enough to leave the structure of the
number-Richardsonnumber space,finding unstable wavesat unstable waves essentially unchanged, then the wind stress
all wavelengths.Orlanski[1969]extendedthe model to in- will only affect the stability analysisindirectly through its efclude arbitrary interface and bottom profiles with the goal of fect on the mean flow field. Sincethe wind forcing doesnot
modelling unstable wavesin the Gulf Stream. The presence directly enter the stability calculation, an unforced model

shallowwater equationswas that of Orlanski [1968]. He

of slopingbottom topographywas found to stabilize (de- may be appropriate. However, as commented on further in
creasethe growth rates of the unstablewaves,but not elim- part 2, section 4, time-dependence in the basic state flow
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radiusofdeformation,
R = (g'/-/1)l/a/f,wherethereduced

t/2•
•

Y
--X•

acceleration
dueto gravityis givenby g' = g(pa- pl)/pa =
gS. Note that the density defect, 5, is much lessthan 1. For
typical coastal upwelhng fronts R ,-, 5- 10 km. Velocities
are nondimensionalizedby the internal gravity wave phase

speed,
(t/Hi) i/a, whichistypically
50-100 cms-1. Timeis
scaledby f-1. Note that the seasurfaceelevationandlayer
depths are scaled such that their nondimensionalversions
are of the same order.

p,

H = h, + h:

The nondimensional, two-layer, inviscid shallow water
equations are, using subscripts to denote partial differentiation,
DlUl

=

Dt
Y

DlVl
D--qq-ul= -•l•

(lb)

hit--•[•1(hi"•<•1)]"•[Vl(hi--•(•1)]y

(ic)

for the upper layer and
Da ua

Fig. 2. (a) Model geometry(symbolsare definedin text) and
(b) upper layer basicstate flow.

va-

(2a)

D'•-q-ua= -(%

(2•)

Dt

field as forcedby a time-dependentwind stress(or for a
steadywind stressbeforea steadystateis estabhshed)
may

(2c)

affect the stability properties of the system.

The modelgeometryis shownin Figure 2a. Two homoge- for the lower layer where
neouslayersof densityPl and pa (pa > Pl) lie adjacentto a
coastal barrier. The origin of the coordinate systemis chosen to be at the coast with x, y, and z being the cross-front is essentiallythe lower layer "pressure." Here

(positiveonshore),alongfront,and verticaldirections.The

Di

O

O

O

entire systemis rotating about the z axis with an angular
= +
+
i = 2 (3)
frequencyf/2, wheref is the Coriohsparameter.The layer
thicknessesare denoted by hi and ha, while the bottom to- Linearized bottom friction, which has been demonstrated
pography, which is an arbitrary function of a: but assumed to be an important processin the coastal ocean [e.g.,

allel to the coastat the point x! (x! < 0), offshoreof the

Allen, 1984],may be includedin (2) (seethe appendixin
part 2).
The solution of (1)-(3) is simplifiedby invoking the
geostrophicmomentum approximation [Hoskins, 1975],

coastal barrier. The sloping interface and bottom adjoin a

which makesthe governingequationslinear in the eigenvalue

uniform in y, is given by H = hi q- ha. The sea surface ele-

vationis denotedby (1. The surfacefront, modelledas the
interface between the layers of different densities,lies par-

distantfiat-bottomregion(representing
the deepoceanoffshoreof the continentalmargin)with constantlayerdepths
(H1,Ha). A basicstatealongfront
flow(7) ,vhi& is uniform
in y, independentof time (t) andin geostrophic
balanceexists in the upper layer (Figure 2b). For simplicitythere is
no basic state flow in the lower layer.
Before stating the governing equations, the field vari-

(complexfrequency;seethe appendixin part 2). The approximation replacesthe fluid velocitiesby their geostrophic

valueswhen acted upon by the substantialderivative(3).
Specifically, the following substitutions are made:

Diui

Oui•

Oui•

Oui•

Dt = Ot + ui-•-x + vi•-oq
i--1,2

ables can be nondimensionalized
as follows[e.g., Killworth
et al. 1984]:

Divi

Ovia

Ovia

Ovia

Dt -- Ot + ui-•x + vi 0-•

where

•la ---Vl• •

•lx

•2• ---- --•Ty
The variables subscripted with an asterisk are dimensional,

Vaa ----

and the numericalsubscriptson the velocitycomponents(u are the geostrophiclayer velocities. It is important to retain
cross-front,v alongfront)indicateeither the upper or lower the full (geostrophic
and ageostrophic)
advectingvelocities
layer. Horizontal length is scaled by the internal Rossby in (3). The approximationis valid when the magnitudeof
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the time rate of changeof the velocity vector is small com- the model fronts studied here are accurately predicted using

pared with the magnitude of the Coriolis force [Hoskins, the geostrophicmomentumapproximation.In any case,this
1975],or, dimensionally,
approximationshould be used with caution due to the arbitrary way in which it is "derived" from the shallow water

D•.

•

<Ife,I

equations.
From (4) under the geostrophicmomentumapproxima-

Hoskins
[1975]
hasdemonstrated
thattheapproximation
tion,thetwo-layer
momentum
equations
are
Dimly

works well in frontal regions with large horizontal shear pro-

vided the curvaturevorticity (the turning of the flow along
a streamline)is not large.
Another way to develop the geostrophicmomentum approximation is to substitute for the velocities acted upon by

Dt

Dt 2

Ul: --<ly D•(i
Dtx D•ul
Dt•

D---T+ •1= -½1•

+

+

+

=0

+va = -•':rx

Dt

(4b)

manner. The geostrophicmomentum approximation is then
obtained by neglectingthe last term in each of the two equations. That is,
Dta

• + Iv,

(•)
(Sc)

(4a)for the upper layer and
(6a)

D2•'•,,,
+u2
=-•'•,

The lower layer equations(2) can be treated in a similar

D•2v,

(Sa)

Dl•lx

the substantialderivativein (1a) and (1 b) from the velocities
in the Coriolisterms in (lb) and (la) to obtain

v•=(lx D1•1•D•2vl

+ v• = ½•

Dt

(6b)

Dt

- •, + (•)•

+ (v•a•)• = o

(6c)

for the lower layer where Di/Dt (i = 1, 2) is again given by
(3).

<< vl

The nondimensional field variables are now expanded into

D•u•

a basicstate (denotedby an overbar)and a perturbation
(primedquantities). For the upperlayer

However, since most fronts are long in one direction and
short in the other, the coordinate parallel to the surface

front may be rescMedas y, = (R/e)y, wheree << 1. This
smM1 parameter can be identified as the Mongkont wave

number.With this seMirig,(4) becomes

D•(•,
aD•2vl
Vl = <Ix-- E2•Dt -- E Dt •

ul=-•

D•(i x

Dt

2D•2u•

e Dt•

hl(x,y,t)
•l (x, y, t)
ul(x,y,t)
v•(x,y,t)

:
=

(1-5)h-•(x)
-•l (x)

+

=
=

•(x)

+

•;(x,y,t)
(l (x, y, t)
u•(x,y,t)
v•(x,y,t)

and for the lower layer

ha(x,y,t)
•T(x, y, t)
U2(X,y,t)
V2(X,y,t)

-=
=
=

h2(x)
•T(X)
U•(X,y,t)
V•(X,y,t)

+
+

(;(x,y,t)
G'(•,
'
y, t)

At lowest order, the flow is geostrophicin the alongfront

direction. The O(1) equationshave been called "semi- The basic state flow only exists in the upper layer and is
uniform alongshore,independentof time and in geostrophic
geostrophic"[Pedlosky,1986]. In order to obtain results balance
at higher wave numbers(shorter alongfrontscales)it is

necessary
to includetermsof O(e2). The geostrophic
mo-

•(•) = ½•(•)= •(•)

(7)

mentum
approximation
includes
thetermD(i•/Dt in the Substitutingtheseexpressions
into (5) and (6), linearizing

alongfrontmomentumbalancebut arbitrarily neglectsthe about the basicstate, and droppingprimes,the geostrophic
final terms in each of the two equations. The geostrophic momentum equations for the perturbations become
momentumapproximationallowsresultsto be found at high
(8a)
wave numbers, but may be suspect because of this arbi-

trary truncationof the O(e•) equations.
The potentialfailure of the geostrophicmomentum approximation for short
alongfrontperturbationshas been noted by Mc Williams and

Gent [1980]. In this study,reliableresults(as verifiedby
direct comparisonto the shallow water equation results of

Killworthet al. [1984])are foundat all wavenumbersfor a
flow with uniform basicstate potential vorticity in the upper layer. As discussedfurther in part 2, section 2.1, the
geostrophicmomentum approximation fails to accurately
predict the growthrate of high wavenumberunstablemodes
for somebasic state flow configurations.However,it turns
out that the propertiesof the fastest growingmodesfor all

(lx, q-•(lxyq-(1+ •)u• = --(ly
-- •T• q-(t•1'•1'1)x
q-[Vl•I'Iq-•(•1 -- <T)lY= 0

(8b)
(Sc)

for the upper layer and

(•, + v2= (•

(Tx,+ u2= --•T.
½•,+ (•)•

+ (v•)• = o

(9a)
(9b)
(9c)
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Similarly, an expression for the conservation of energy

for the lower layer where now

=

-

[Barth, 1987]is

+G

OE

Note that in (8c) terms of 0(5) have also been ignored.
While theseequationsare eventuallysolvednumerically(by
a techniquedescribedin the appendixto part 2) for a variety of specificbasicstate flows(seepart 2), it is usefulto

3t

CONSERVATION
A STABILITY

STATEMENTS
THEOaEM

(13a)

where

1/ [hi
(•x+•) qha
(•.•+•) +hi
2](13b)
da

examine them first to see if any general statements about
the stability of the system can be established.
3.

=0

The integral is defined over the whole domain of the fluid in
the x direction and over one wavelength in the y direction.
Again, note the geostrophicform of the kinetic energies.Fi-

AND

nally, an expressionfor absolutey momentum[Barth, 1987]
While the existence of unstable waves on a particular basic state flow can be determined numerically, it is advantageous to have a general set of criteria for determining a
priori whether that configuration is favorable for the growth
of unstable disturbances. In this section, such criteria are
developedthrough the use of global conservationstatements
for energy, momentum, and potential vorticity. These conservation statements are also useful in the dynamical interpretation of the instability mechanism, since they help
to elucidate the details of energy transfer in the system.

is

OM
3t

=0

(14a)

where

(14b)
The termsin the integrandof (14b) proportionalto x arise

becausethe systemis in a rotating referenceframe.
The expressionsfor ql, qa, E, and M are expandedinto
Differences between the conservation statements derived usa
basic
state and a perturbation as in the previoussection.
ing the geostrophicmomentum equations and the analogous
The potential vorticity becomes
quasi-geostrophicstatements are noted. While the details of
the geostrophic momentum formulation differ from the full
shallow water development, all the essential differences be-

tween the latter and quasi-geostrophictheory are retained

ql -Ql(x)q-q•(x,y,t)

(15a)

where

in the approximate set used here. Much of the present de-

Q1
(x)= 1--[-.__•x
hi

velopmentparallelsthe work of Hayashi and Young[1987]
(hereinafterreferredto as HY) who studieda one-layer,re- represents the basic state and

(15b)

duced gravity, two-front model on an equatorial fi plane.
3.1

Conservation

ql(2;,
Y,•)=•tl•x
-[(1+•x)•tlyy
--Q1
(•tl- •) (15c)

Statements

hi

The full nonlinear,geostrophic
momentumequations(i.e., is the perturbation potential vorticity. Q• has the sameform
beforeexpandingin a basicstate and a perturbation), (5) as in the shallowwater equations,while q• has the additional
and (6), lead to conservation
statementsfor potentialvor- term•x(•/h• which
represents
partof theageostrophic
ticity in the upper layer
perturbation potential vorticity. For the lower layer

Dlql
=0
Dt

(11a)

qa= Q2(x)+ q•(x,y,t)

(16a)

where

where

1

'4•lyy
--•12a:y
'4•la:a:•lyy
(11b)
ql -- I +•la:a:
hi

q•(•)- --•

(•*)

q•(x,
y,t)=C•x-4CT•
h-•--QaC; (16c)

and in the lower layer

D2qa
=0
Dt

(12a)Since there is no basic state flow in the lower layer, the

basic state potential vorticity there is governedsolely by
the changein layerdepth.The linearizedformsof (11a) and
(12a)fortheperturbation
potentialvorticities
are(dropping
qa=
ha
(12b)primes)
(see the appendixfor d•t•il•). Again, Di/Dt (i = 1,2)
qlt -[-•qly '+'ttl Qi• = 0
(17)
is given by (3) and containsthe full advectingvelocities.
where

These definitions of potential vorticity are identifiable with
the traditional

shallow

water

forms.

One difference

is that

qa,+ uaQa•= 0

(18)

the advected relative vorticity has been replaced with its
geostrophic value, consistent with the geostrophicmomen-

The expansionof the energy conservationstatement is
slightly more comphcatedthan that of potential vorticity
tum approximation. The extra terms in the numeratorsof due to the integration over the domain of the fluid. The

(lib) and (12b)represent
an ageostrophic
component
of the undisturbed
upperlayercontaining
the meancurrentoccupies the area from 2;I to -ec in the cross-frontdirection

potentialvorticity.
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(seeFigure
2). Thiscanbedenoted
byff•(

10,849

)dAwhere

the capital A represents
the undisturbedarea of the upper
layer. A disturbancein the fluid movesthe front to a position x! d- 1[where1[<< I for small-amplitude,
linear theory.
This extra area nowoccupiedby the disturbedupperlayer

> Vlg

-• Vlg

--• v;•<0

can
bedenoted
byf=;'•+•(
)da'.Note
that
this
area
isan

•-v;•>0

'

O(1[)quantity.Thus the areaintegralis expandedas

½;<o

(
_x't-F
e( )da=/_x't( )dAdj•x
X.t

,
I

I

The expansionof E can now proceedpaying attention to

I

,•2<0

the expansionof the area integral at the same time.

The full energy(13b)canbe written as(droppingprimes)
E = Eo + E• + E2 + higher-orderterms

Fig. 3.

I

Correlation between geostropNc alon•ront pert•bation

(19a)

velocity
(vl• = C'•=)•d pert•bation
interface
displacement

(19b)

sion at the bottom of the fi•e) to the •table wave energy
(E2) definedin (3.9d). Quantities •e plotted as they appe•

(C;) whichr•ts

where

in a negative
contribution
(theboxed
expres-

when viewed from the two-layer side of the front. The b•ic

flow (•) is toward -• in an •pert•bed

is the "basic state" energy,

sere

I

+

-vv,,,•',.<O ,

•

of the correlation

is such that

layer of depth •.

the urntable

state

The

wave incre.es

thetot• alon•ront
geostropNc
speed
(l•=l = I• + •I=I) where

2

it decreases
thetotallayerdepth(• = •T - C•) andviceve•a.

• - •2)da (19c)initial state when there is no unstabledisturbancepresent,

is the "mean"energy(really the energyassociated
with the
wave-meanflow interaction)and

= 2

then

E• +E2=0

The disturbanceenergyis the energyin the disturbedsystem due to both the wave(E2) and the modificationof the
mean flow (E•). FollowingHY, this allowsfor three limiting possibilitiesof energy distribution in the disturbance

is the "wave"energy.Notethat bothE• andE2 haveO(1[
2)
energycontributions.
The O(1[
2) termsin E• canarisefrom
boththesecond
integral(because
it spansan areaO(1[)wide)
andfromthe O(1[
2) partsof (• and•2 in thefirstintegral.
Note that in the quasi-geostrophic
limit, the secondintegral

between the wave itself and the mean flow modifications associated

with

it:

E•
E•
E•

-•
=
--,.

-oo
0
+•

E2
E2
E2

-•
=
--,-

0

in (19c) vanishes
becausethe front can not surface.
The definitionof waveenergy(E2) containsthe kinetic Note that the energiesgoing to infinity are in the context
energy(in its geostrophic
form) of the two layersand the of small-amplitudelinear theory,so that the true limiting

values of the energiesare scaled by 1[,where 1[<< 1. The
first
caserepresentsthe familiar, traditional instability proaddition,
thereis anotherterm-•(•=(2 whichis notpositive definite. This term represents the correlation between cess. As the unstablewave growsexponentially,its energy

potential energy due to the displacementof the interface. In

geostrophic
alongfront
perturbation
velocity(•= - v•g)
and perturbation interfacedisplacement.For this term to be
negative the correlation must be such that the disturbance
increasesthe total upper layer thickness where it decreases
the total alongfront speed and vice versa. This pattern is
illustrated in Figure 3. This term is not present in the definition of wave energy in quasi-geostrophictheory because

increases while that of the mean flow decreases. The sec-

ond two casesarisebecauseof the cross-termpresentin the
definitionof waveenergywhich allowsfor the possibilityof
negative energy. An unstablewave may grow in the sys-

tem while its energy,as definedby (19d), and that of the
meanflow,asdefinedby (19c),remainunchanged.HY term

this "zero wave energy" instability. This caseis relevant for
the coastalmodel front when the basicstate potential vorsumedsmall. In the quasi-geostrophic
case,the waveenergy ticity in the upper layer is uniform. In the last case,as the
deviations

of the interface

from its basic state value are as-

unstablewavegrows,its energybecomes
increasingly
nega-

is always positive definite.

SinceE0 doesnot changewith time, (13a) canbe written
as

ot+

=o

tive while that of the mean increases. This has been termed

"negative wave energy" instability by HY.

These statementsabout the transfer of energy within

(20)a systemcontainingan unstabledisturbanceare certainly

counterintuitive. In quasi-geostrophicdynamics the basic

wheretermsof O(t[3) andhigherhavebeenneglected.
This state flow is alwaysidentifiedas a sourceof energyfor the
statement

is true for both stable and unstable disturbances.

growingdisturbance. Once the quasi-geostrophic
approximation is abandoned,these other forms of instability are
stabledisturbance.If (20) is integratedin time from some possible. HY thus suggestthat the idea of instabilitiesreThe following discussionis restricted to the case of an un-
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quiring a sourceof energy must be abandoned. These grow-

is the momentum of the mean flow, and

ing wavesare possiblebecausethe total (meanplus wave)

M2
=/ (•.•- •) •2dA

energy of the fluid is unaltered by the wave and the mean
flow modifications

associated

with it.

(22d)

The idea of negative energy instability is not new and is is the wave momentum.
Expressionsfor the changesin wave energy (equation
familiar in plasmaphysics[seeCairns, 1979]. Cairns [1979]
has shown that for nonrotating stratified shear flows with ((19d)) and momentum(equation(22d))can alsobe obstep function velocity and density profiles, stable waves tained from the linearizedperturbationequations(8) and
with negative energy can exist in the sensethat exciting (9). The result(derivedin the appendix)for waveenergyis
them lowers the total energy of the system. Marinone and
Ripa [1984]foundlarge-scalenegativeenergyinstabilitieson
an equatorial Gaussian jet in a one-layer, reduced gravity
model. Zero energy instabilities have been studied by HY
and also arise, though not commentedon explicitly, in the

at - OE_

work of Griffithset al. [1982]and I(illworth et al. [1984].
In the frontal studiesof Orlanski [1968, 1969] only the
positive definite wave energy

was consideredin the energy balance requiring the definition of an "interaction kinetic energy" which obscured the
interpretation of the energy transfers within the system as
outlined here and by HY. The recent work on frontal models

=

xu•(•

OE•
Ot

(23)

The first two terms in the integrand represent horizontM
Reynolds stressesin their geostrophicmomentum form. The
third term represents the verticM Reynolds stress, while the
fourth term symbolizes the processof baroclinic instab•ity.
This latter processinvolves the flux of interface displacement
in the cross-front direction or, in more physicM terms, it is
the movement

of water

in the cross-front

direction

in the

two layers whose net effect is to flatten out the upwarped

of Griffithset al. [1982],Killworth and Stern [1982],Kill- interface. As describedby Pedlosky[1986]it is anMogousto
worth[1983],and Killworth et al. [1984]did not thoroughly a slantwiseform of convectionor a downgradient flux of heat
addressthe energeticsof the unstable wavesand, as in Orlanski's work, only concentratedon the positive definite part

of the waveenergy(equation(21)).
In a significantcontributionto the understandingof the

in a continuously stratified fluid. The baroclinic instability
mechanism exchanges potentiM energy between the mean
flow and the wave while the Reynolds stressterms exchange
•netic energy.

instability processin these counterintuitive cases,HY sug-

The finM term in the integrandof (23) is not readilyiden-

gestthat the unstablewavescan be thoughtof as roughlya
linear combination of resonatingshear modeseach of which

tifiable with a physicM energy conversion process. It can,
however, be related to the change in time of the displace-

would be stable if the other were not present. The two res- ment of the surfacefront [Barth, 1987]. This displacement
onatingwavesmust haveopposite-signed
disturbance(wave can then be combinedwith the wave energy on the left-hand
plusmean) energiesso that the unstablemodehaszerodis- sideof (23). The finM resultis

turbance energy. The instability processis then an exchange
of energy betweenthe individual wave modesfrom the one
with negative disturbanceenergy to the one with positive
disturbance energy. In addition, destabilization by dissipa-

tion [Holopainen,1961]can be understood
in the samecontext becauseit provides a sink for a wave with negative dis-

turbanceenergy[Cairns, 1979]. That is, the unstablemode

--

--

e•

dy = --

atE• q- •=•

+ •2u•(•,
+h•'--•
(u•,+v•,)• -•u•(•]dA(24)

Since • < 0, the deflection of the front is a positive definite
addition to the wave energy. Now the changein time of wave
lost to dissipation. These ideas are commented on further
energy
and the displacementof the surface front due to the
in this section and confirmed in the unstable wave solutions
wave can be attributed completely to the Reynolds stresses
of part 2, section 2.
acting on the basic state flow and the baroclinic conversion
The full y momentum can be expanded in an analogous
of potential energy.
way, yielding
The conservation of wave energy can also be written in
terms
of the cross-front eddy flux of perturbation potential
M = M0 + M• + M2 + higher-order terms
(22a)
vorticity. The details are contained in the appendix with

growsas disturbanceenergyis removedfrom the mode and

Here

the result

(22b)
is the basic state momentum,

+ x) +

at

whereE2 is givenby (19d)andq• by (15c). The finalterm on
the right-hand side arisessolely due to the geostrophicmomentum approximation. While E2 is the exact geostrophic
form of the wave energy, the perturbation potential vortic-

/ ( -- + ( ]cl
A
+

OE2
= •-•u•q•dA
+• •-•(•(•,,dA (25)

+ h(T

da

ity (q•) containsboth geostrophicand ageostrophic
terms
(see (15c)) so that the first integral on the right-hand
side necessarilycontains a purely ageostrophiccomponent.
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Therefore
thefinalintegralin (25)mustalsocontaina purely It is importantto notethat an equationlike (26) relatageostrophic
component
whichcanbe identifiedaspart of ing the changeof waveenergyto the flux of perturbation
the ageostrophic
waveenergymissingin E2 [Barth,1987]. potentialvorticitycannotbe writtenfor the positivedefTogetanexpression
relating
thetimerateofchange
ofwave initequantityE•+ givenby (21). Consequently,
the time

energy
to thefluxof perturbation
potential
vorticityalone rateofchange
of E•+ cannot
berelatedto thedispersion
of
(withouttheextratermin (25)),thefullformoftheenergy particles
in anunstable
wavelikein (30).Thislackof con(geostrophic
andageostrophic)
mustbeincluded
in E2.The nection
between
E•+ andparticle
displacements
(a property
resolution
of thisdisparitybetweenthe shallowwaterformof of unstablewaveswhoseincreasing
dispersion
with time is
diagnostic
of instability)rulesout E•+ asan
the conservationof wave energy and the expressionderived a fundamental
usingthe geostrophicmomentumapproximationis detailed appropriatedefinitionof wave energy. Instead, E• (or E•)
is a more useful measure of energy in a growing wave.
Conservation of wave y momentum derived from the lin-

by Barth [1987]. The final result is

OE•
=f •'-(•u•
q•
dA
Ot

where the star denotes the full
ageostrophic)waveenergydefinedby

earizedperturbationequations(8) and (9) (seethe appendix
(26)
for details)is

(geostrophic plus

OM2

u•q• + h2 tt2q2 dA

Ot

1/[h•(u]
+v•)2•v1•2-]-h-•(u]+
v•)+
•:]dA

+ •

½•½•+•½•½• •A
(31)

andq• remainsgivenby (15c). The energyequation(23) can

also be modified to expressthe conservationof total energy where the extra terms arise in an analogousmanner to those
by including the Reynoldsstressesdue to the ageostrophic in (25). They can be removedby consideringthe full y
part of the velocity field.
momentum
with the result
The flux of perturbationpotential vorticity in (26) can
be related to the dispersionof partic]es within a basic state

Ot =

potentialvorticity gradient. Using (17) and substituting

u•q•+ h2tt2q2
dA

(32)

wherethe full (geostrophic
plus ageostrophic)
wavemomen-

•=

•+ •

(2v)tum is defined by

.•

where V• is the horizontal displacement of particles in the
upper layer, the conservationof potential vorticity can be
written

as

• +•

(q•+ .•Q•)= 0

•i•

(•),

M;=f (v•
- v•)G
•A

(•9), •d •imU• •r•½•io•

fo• tn• •o•

•y½•,

the conservation of wave y momentum can be related to the
flux of perturbation potential vorticity in both layers

(2s)

If this expressionis integrated with q• assumedinitially to
be zero, then

OM•
= _•f [•2Q•(.•/2)
+h•2Q2•(.•/2)]
dA
at

at

(33)
q• = -v•Q•x

(29) 3.2

Substituting(27) and (29)into (26) yields
Ot

at • *Q• ("•/2)'•A

Stability Theorem

Using the conservation statements for energy and y momentum, a general stability theorem can be derived. The

(30) method employedhere is an extensionof that of Ripa [1983]

Clearly, if the basic state potential vorticity is uniform

who developed a theorem for a one-layer, reduced gravity
model on an equatorial/• plane or a sphere. The definitions

(Q•x = 0), then E• doesnot changewith time. Integrating of E• and M• can be combinedusingan arbitrary constant
(30) with respectto time givesE• equalto a constant,andif
the initial state contains no disturbance, then this constant
must be identically zero. In quasi-geostrophictheory a uniform potential vorticity basic state does not satisfy the nec-

essaryconditionsfor instability, so E• is always zero, which

is in agreementwith (30). By abandoningthe restrictionsre-

2
if

+
+)
- •(•- •)v•G
+• - •v•G]•

(34)
quired by quasi-geostrophictheory, it has been shownabove
that an unstable mode may exist if the total disturbance The integrand can be rewritten by completing the square of

energy(E• + E•) is equal to zero. The existenceof this the termsinvolvingVl and va with the result
"zero wave energy" mode of instability has been confirmed

by Griffiths et al. [1982]and by HY and is demonstratedfor
the two-layer coastal upwelhng front model in part 2, sec-

tion 2. From (30) it is alsoclearthat the signof E•' can be
determined from the sign of Q•.

For Q•

< 0 the wave en-

ergyis negativeasin the studyof Marinone and Ripa [1984].
The one-layerunstablemodeof Killworth [1983]is alsoof
this type. For Q•
unstable

> 0 the traditional positive wave energy

mode is recovered.

2f (•)•/• (•
-•)½•
]•
(hi)l/2

+[(•)•/•v•
7½2
]2
-2
2 __
-4-h2
U2
-4-½2

h2
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If the last three groups of terms are combined as

(35)
the entire integrand is positive definite if

the internal gravity wavephasespeed(and (37b) and (37c)
are satisfied).
Quasi-geostrophic
flowsare generallyweak (i.e., slowrelative to the internal gravity wave speed), so they readily
satisfy(37a). The remainingconditions(37b) and (37c) are
just the famihar requirementthat a changein the sign of the
basic state potential vorticity gradient exist in order to get

for all x where /t - h•/h2 is the depth ratio. By setting instability. Specifically,(37b)is just Fjortoft's [1950]theothe arbitrary constant7 equalto zero, (36) is satisfiedif the rem (with 7 equalto the valueof7 at the inflectionpoint) or
magnitude of the upper layer mean flow is everywhere less

equivalentto that of Rayleigh[1880]and Kuo [1949](with

thantheinternalgravitywavephasespeed((•[)x/2 nondi- 7 outsidethe rangeof 7). The additionalconstraint(37c)

mensionally). This type of flow is known as "subcritical." allowsthe possibilityfor instabilityevenif (37b)is satisfied
With a deeplowerlayer (/t << 1), allowing7 to be nonzero by allowing the change in sign of the basic state potential
allows 7 to be supercritical somewhere in the flow and still

vorticity gradient to occur between layers.

For the strong flows associatedwith frontal regions, unsatisfy(36). The inclusionof a finite depthlowerlayermakes
stable
waves may still exist even if there is no change in
(36) difficultto satisfyfor the frontal flowsof interesthere.
the
sign
of the basic state potential vorticity gradient. This
The conservationstatementsfor E• and M•, (30) and
can
occur
if the first condition(37a) is violatedasdiscussed
(33), can alsobe combinedwith the useof the samearbitrary
abovein association
with (36). Recentreducedgravitymodconstant 7 to yield
els [Killworth and Stern, 1982; Griffiths et al. 1982; HY]
have confirmed the existence of unstable modes in the abO(E• ot

- h2 7Q•-,,,
(r/•/2) dA
Integrating with respect to time, this becomes

(El-

7MI)

senceof a changein sign of the basic state potential vorticity
gradient. The existenceof such a mode on the coastal up-

welhngfront (as suggested
by the analysisbelow)is verified
in part 2, section 2.

The stability theorem (37) can now be applied to the
coastal upwelhng model by making an explicit choice for

+

__

h•(x) and via geostrophy(7), fixing the basicstate upper
layerflow. The choicefor the interfaceprofile(motivatedby
the results from models of coastal upwelling formation; see

section1) is a family of exponentialsgivenby
where the basic state potential vorticity gradients are ob-

tained from (15b) and (16b). If each of the three groups

__

h•(x)

=

1-exp[c•(x-xf)]

x_<x!
(38a)

of terms in this expression is positive, then no increase in

waveproperties(e.g.,energy,particledispersion)
with time
is allowed. A mixture of positive and negative terms can allow growth of the wave amplitude while still satisfyingthis

expression.The first group are positiveif (36) is satisfied
as discussedabove. Requiring the final two groups of terms
to be positive leads to the statement of a general stability
theorem:

If there exists any value of 7 such that

+

_<

(7 - 7)Qx, k 0

so that

7(x):

-a exp[a (x - xj)]

x _• x!

(38b)

A uniform potential vorticity basic state has c• - 1.0. For

c• < 1.0 the interfaceis lesssteeplyslopingthan the uniform
potential vorticity front (e-foldinglength greater than 1.0,
which in dimensional units is the internal Rossbyradius of

deformation), and for c• > 1.0 the front is more steeply

sloping(e-foldinglengthlessthan R).
For a uniformpotentialvorticityfront (c•= 1.0), (37b)is

(37b) automatically satisfied. Lower layer perturbation velocities
vanishfor a deeplowerlayer (/• <(1) so that (37c) is
7Q•-, _<0
(37c) tomatically satisfied. For quasi-geostrophic
flow, satisfying
for all as,then the flow is stable to infinitesimal perturba- (37b) wouldalonebe sufficientto insurestability. However,
for theseageostrophic
models,(37a) must alsobe satisfied.
tions.
With (38) this conditionbecomes
Theseconditionsare sufficientto insurestability,and (37)
[exp(x- x•) + 7]2 _<1 - exp(x- x•)
is essentiallya two-layerversionof Ripa's [1983]theorem.
The extensionto an arbitrary number of layersrequiresthe

which is satisfiedfor all x if 7 --- -1. A one-layer, reduced

additionof statementslike (37c)for eachlayer. The stability gravity model with uniform basic state potential vorticity

criteria(37) are alsosimilarto thoseof Long(unpublishedis thus stable to infinitesimal perturbations of all scales.
manuscript,1987)for continuously
stratified,rotatingflows.
He finds a restriction on the vertical scale of the disturbance

This result was also obtainedby Paidor [1983],who used
a Rayleighintegral techniqueapplieddirectly to the govern-

to which the flow is stable. This conditionis analogousto ing equations.
(37a) if the scaleof the disturbanceis identifiedwith the
The stabilityof nonuniform
potentialvorticity(c•y• 1.0)
vertical wavelengthof a long internal wave in a continu- flows with deep lower layers can also be determined. Substiously stratified fluid. In the presentstudy, the vertical scale

of the disturbances
is set by the layer depths.In either case,
the flow is stable if the mean flow is everywherelessthan

tuting(38) intothequasi-geostrophic
constraint(37b)yields
{c•exp[c•(x-- xj)] -4-7) Qx, _<0
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For c• < 1 ("shallow"interfaceprofiles),the upper layer basic state potential vorticity gradient (Q•) is greater than

a wave with zero or negative energy is rationalized in terms
of the exchange of disturbance energies between two stable

zero and this expression is satisfied for all

modes

whose alliance

results

in the unstable

wave.

By combining conservation statements for the global

For a > 1 ("steep"interfaceprofiles),Q•x _<0 and the in-

equality holds for all x if 7 > 0. Therefore quasi-geostrophic properties of the system (potential vorticity, energy, mostability theory implies that these flows are stable. However, mentum), a stability theorem is establishedwhich allows
as in the case of the uniform potential vorticity flows dis- the a priori determination of the stability of a coastal upcussedabove,satisfactionof (37a) must alsohold to insure welling front. The theorem differs from the traditional quasigeostrophic theorem by including an additional constraint
stability. Substituting(38) into (37a) yields
on the basic state flow in order to insure stability. This ad{c•exp[c•(x- xl) ] + 7}2 _<1 - exp[c•(x- xl) ]
ditional constraint can be attributed directly to the presence
This inequality is satisfied for 7 '- -c•, so that only flows of the term which is not positive definite in the definition
with "shallow"interfaceprofiles(c• < 1.0) are stable. This of wave energy. The stability theorem suggeststhat coastal
can be rationalized by realizing that c• << 1.0 is the cor- upwelling fronts are potentially unstable no matter what
rect limit to recoverquasi-geostrophic
flow (ignoring the the basic state flow configuration is. This clearly illustrates
O(1) changein layer depth). For c• > 1.0, or "steep"in- the danger in applying stability criteria derived from quasiterface profiles, the one-layer front may be unstable. This geostrophic theory to frontal configurations.
The model presentedhere has been simplifiedby ignoring
dependenceon c• of the stability of the front is in agreement
with the resultsof Killworth [1983],who analyticallysolved the effectsof, for example, stratification underlying the sur-

the governing
equations
in a longwavelimit by an involved facefront, interfacialfriction,wind stress,and alongshore
boundary layer analysis.
The above discussion pertains to a model with a deep
lower layer. With a finite depth lower layer and a fiat bottom, the lower layer basic state potential vorticity gradient

variations in the bottom topography or coasthne configuration. These processesmay affect the stability of a realistic

coastalupwellingfront (see the discussionin part 2, section 4.1). However,as detailedin part 2, reasonableagree-

(Q2x) is less tha,nzero. For uniform potential vorticity in ment between the model-predicted properties of the fastest
the uppe
=
the inequalities(37b) and (37c) growing waves and observedscalesof alongfront variability
are satisfied if 7 > 0. Thus quasi-geostrophicstability theory insures the stability of this flow. However, no choiceof 7

is found. This suggeststhat the simplified model captures
the basic instability process.

satisfies(37a), leadingto the possibilityof unstablemodes.
For nonuniform upper layer basic state potential vorticity

APPENDIX

the quasi-geostrophic
constraints(37b) and (37c) imply sta-

bilityfor"steep"
interface
profiles
(c•> 1.0;Q• andQ2• A1. Conservation
ofPotential
Vorticity
are of one signif 7 >_0) and potential instability for "shalThe derivation of the conservation of potential vorticity
low" interfaceprofiles(c• < 1.0). Again, the violation of the in each layer from the full, nonlinear geostrophicmomentum
additionalconstraint(37a) impliesthe existenceof unstable equations(5) and (6) is asfollows.Note the differences
from
modes for any choice of interface profile. Finally, slopes in the traditional shallow water equation development[Pedthe bottom topographymay existwhichsatisfy(37c). How- losky, 1986]. Details of the derivation for the upper layer
ever,the inequality(37a) still doesnot hold for all z, giving are presented with the lower layer derivation following in
the possibility for unstable modes.

an analogousmanner. Taking the curl of the upper layer

In summary,the stability theoremderivedhere (equation momentumequations[O(5a)/Oy+ O(5b)/Ox]yields
(37)) suggeststhat coastalupwellingfronts (sincethey ex-

istinshallow
water)
maybeunstable
nomatter
whatthe

D•

basic
state
flow
configuration
is.Inviolating
sufficient
con- Dt(•

ditions
forstability
theflowsatisfies
necessary
conditions
for
q-u•(•x q-v•(•
instability.
It isstillessential
toverify
thatunstable
wavesRewriting
(5c)as

- 0

(A1)

do exist on the coastal upwelling front, and this is done in

part
2bysolving
numerically
(see
the
appendix
inpart
2for
details)the governingequations(8) and (9).
4.

CONCLUSIONS

(u•+v•)- (h•+16•)D•
Dt(h•+ 6(•)

(A2)

allows(u• q-v•,) to be replacedin (A1) to yield

D•

1

D•(h•+ 5(•)

A simple two-layer shallow water equation model is used
to investigate the stability of a coastal upwelling front over
topography. Allowing divergent flow introduces a term in
+
+
+
+
=o
the definition of wave energy which is not positive definite.
(A3)
The presenceof this term allows the growth of unstable disturbances with positive, zero, or negative wave energy. In To replacethe term in (A3) involving(v• + u•), take
the absenceof external forcing, the total disturbance energy O(5a)/Ox and add to O(5b)/Oy to obtain

(the waveenergyplusthe changein the mean energydue to
the presenceof the unstabledisturbance)mustbe zero. The
growth of an unstablemode with positivewaveenergyis in-

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
-

=0

tuitive and is analogousto wave growth in a systemgoverned
by quasi-geostrophy.The nonintuitive idea of the growth of Substitutefor (u• + v•) from (A2) and rearrangeto get
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_2o•
o•(•
Dt½lxy
-It(hiC•
-1
t-•½1)
Dt +<•)

(v• + ul•)

- (v•x q-1)(•vv - (u•v- 1)(•x• (A4)
Multiplying
(A4)by(•

andsubstituting
in (A3)yields

= --*xhlttl½lx
q-el('•½2)y

(a10)

The crossterm appearingin the definitionof waveenergy

(equation
(19d))is obtained
by multiplying
(Sb)by
and(8c)by•(lx andthenadding.Theresultis
0

Finally,the last two groupsof termsin squarebracketsare

replaced
using
(• times
(5a)plus(• times
(5b),or
D1

(All)

Adding(All) to (A10) yields

ot (½•½•) + ½•[v• + (•,• - •)½• + v•½•]
+ ½•[•

+ (Vl•+ •)½• + •½•]

- o

As before,(A2) is usedto replacetermsproportionalto
(Ulx+ v•) with the result

Adding (A5) and (A6) yieldsthe final result from which
(11a) and (lib) follow.
A2.

Conservationof WaveEnergy

Integratingoverthe domainof the fluid and applyingthe
boundaryconditions
in the cross-front
direction(basically,
the cross-frontflow in eachlayer vanishesfar from the sur-

An expression
for the timerate of changeof the waveen- facefront or, in the caseof the lowerlayer, vanishesbecause
ergyE2 (defined
in (19d))canbeobtained
directlyfromthe of a coastalbarrier;seethe appendixin part 2 for details)

linearized
perturbation
equations
(8) and(9). Multiplying leadsto equation(23).

(8a)byh-•v and(8b)byh•• andthenadding
yields

Ot

2

+•xx

A3.

Derivation of OE2/Ot cr u•q•

To relate OE2/Orto the cross-front
eddyflux of perturba-

2 •"

tion potential vorticity, the Reynoldsstressterms and baro-

(A7)

clinicenergyconversion
termontheright-hand
sideof (23)
must be rewritten'

A similaroperationon the lowerlayerequations
(9) yields

o-•

2

= -•(•½•

+ v•½•) (AS)

To includethe potentialenergydue to the displacement
of

_

_

]

Thetermin parentheses
canberewritten
ash•u•(•

be-

tn• interface,multiply(8c) by • •nd (•½)by •T andtn•n cause
O(h•,u•(•)/Ox vanishes
overtheinterval.Torewrite
add to get
the finaltermin the integrand
of (A12),multiply(8a) by

(•

'•

and(8b)by(•, thenaddtoobtain

q-½1
(•1hi)xq-½1
[Vlhl+ ½•(• a•). + ½•(v•)• = 0

(A9)

_o(½L+½•)
0y

wheretermsof O(5) havebeenignored.Adding(A7)-(A9)
yields

2

Multiplyingby h• and then averagingoverthe domMnof

o-•

2

+ • (• ½•+ • •½•)

2

+

the fluid yields

(a•a)
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whereQ• and Q2 are definedby (15b) and (16b). The quan-

The first two terms may be replaced by

tities in square brackets are just the perturbation potential

f

dA,

vorticitiesin eachlayer given by (15c) and (16c), so that
(A16) becomes(31).
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